Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth
Testimonies of Readers
“It is only a matter of time before “Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth” becomes an essential part
of everyone’s library. This is possibly the single most influential and remarkable book you will ever
read. It is quite simply The Truth. Not only is the actual information that it contains very interesting and
enlightening but, most importantly, the book is a manifestation of higher consciousness. It facilitates a
shift in consciousness for the reader, working on a purely energetic level that bypasses the mind.
Discovering this book changed my life and also exerted a huge and beneficial influence on the way in
which I facilitate spiritual groups. This is a unique book that unifies quantum physics, the Kybalion, the
Gospels, the teachings of Abraham Hicks on the Law of Attraction, the secret knowledge of ancient
times (taught by Sri Kaleshwar), sacred geometry and more. All these sources of truth that give us an
understanding of the underlying laws and fabric of the physical and spiritual creation are reinforced by
these teachings but brought together in a new way. However “Christ Returns – Reveals Startling
Truth” is not so much new information as new consciousness. You will have to experience it for
yourself to understand fully what I mean by this.
Suffice it to say, if I was allowed only one book for the rest of my life, this is the book I would choose.”
– Sue Saraswati, author of The Song of Mother Divine

“I was an avid reader of sacred religious texts and spiritual modern works, and I can honestly say that
few have ever even come close to the revelatory potential as the Letters did for me. They answered
everything that needed to be answered... and, gave me the tools to ask the right questions to our
Father in the right way to get the right answers.
The techniques, the practicalities, are amazing... it is not a preaching letter, it is a guiding light, an
invitation to a greater way of living...Christ and his Letters are utterly amazing. I have read the works
of Neale Donald Walsch, who has some interesting ideas and concepts, and draws somewhat from
the Christ Consciousness. I have read Dr Weiss, Diana Cooper, and many other spiritual authors... but
they all lack one thing...complete confidence in Truth. They write in ifs, buts, maybes...myself
included...because they were not giving the intense knowing that Christ was given.
This power of faith, coupled with loving fairness, meant that he was not bothered by political
awareness as we are dogged today in Europe, but was able to speak his truth from his core, and
present it to everyone like an apple and then asking if they would like to taste of its fruit or not. I will
never go back to Christianity, or Spiritualism, or randomly hopping around from one spiritual idea, or
culture, or medley of practices again.
The Truth lies not in them, but in the Kingdom of Heaven within...finding that Truth will feel much more
wonderful than all the teachers on Earth could even try and provide. Internal happiness breeds
External peace.”
- Mark Kelly, 23, United Kingdom
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“I discovered Christ's Letters two and a half years ago when I was searching for teachings by Jesus on
the internet. I found many web sites such as: "Ask the real Jesus", and many others whose names
don't come to mind at the moment. I found that all the web sites I was looking at were too long, with
too many topics for one to study on a daily basis. I then chose to study "A Course in Miracles". I
studied it for almost two years. I read it without fail every day, but came to find that there was a gap in
my heart which couldn't be filled no matter how hard I tried. Although it is a beautiful book, with daily
lessons, the language was difficult for me to understand at times. This is because, the authors, Helen
Schucman and William Thetford, were both Professors of Medical Psychology at Columbia University,
and could not communicate in a more straight forward language to reach ordinary people like me. I
didn't feel any changes in myself or in my life either. But, most importantly, it was never mentioned in
the book that the minds of Helen and William had been deprogrammed by Christ before writing the
messages. Although Helen claimed to be an atheist, which is a lot better than having your mind
indoctrinated with religious beliefs, I think that the messages might have been distorted by their
conditioned minds.
One day, when reading the "challenge letters from "ask the real Jesus", one of the letters called my
attention. It read that ..."Christ's Letters had changed this person's life forever and he would tell
everyone about the Letters"....and the web site was there for me to go to and I didn't hesitate in doing
so. I have to tell you that since then, Christ's Letters are the only thing in my life these days. I don't
read anything else. Only the Letters. I have to tell you that I swear by them and they have changed my
live in many ways.
At the moment I am going through a very difficult time and I don't know what I would have done
without the Letters. And, yes, I have for more than a year now begun to experience the inflow of the
"Divine". It is the most beautiful experience one can possibly have, and I can't find the words to
describe it. I meditate every day. I wake up really early to meditate, sometimes at four-thirty in the
morning because it is really quiet. Meditating and reading the Letters are the best part of the day for
me.
The most difficult part is to practice what He teaches, but it is becoming a part of me as well, since I
feel that the "ego" is beginning to dissolve from my consciousness very slowly, which is really great! I
made a promise to myself to carry on reading and practicing the teachings to the end of my days. I
also have the book, which I hope one day my children will be ready to read. I do speak to them about
the Letters. I also, after the storm has passed, intend to be able to sit down peace and quiet, and
translate the whole web site into the Portuguese Language, which I know for a fact that there are at
least seven places in the world where Portuguese is spoken.
When I found Christ's Letters, I got exactly what I was looking for: simplicity, straight forward
language, and yet, the most powerful truth of existence that anyone could possibly find.”
- Maria Philips, 51, Florida, USA

“I am now 62 yrs old and it was just a month ago that I asked "Jesus", this time, to bring to me the
ULTIMATE REALITY, and that is when I discovered a Christ’s Way group on one of the Humanity
Healing networks. The minute I clicked into it, I knew it held the answer I was after. Since then, I have
remained focused on the Letters, doing the meditations, and rejoicing in my treasured find. I am not
saying that I was instantly raptured from my ego's controls, nor saying that I am illuminated now with
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an ascended experience. But I will say I am sure that I have been swept into a place where everything
is making pure divine sense and I am well on my way to experiencing the Divine Reality I asked for.
There are layers of debris that I am forging through in order to CONSCIOUSLY BECOME that which is
real & pure. I receive constant messages from the Letters that it is an urgent time to move through the
illusions and get on with the victories. And that it is only myself that delays the final celebration.”
- Patricia L. Allen, Published Author, Hawaii, USA

“I've been reading, living and loving CHRIST'S LETTERS for the last five years. I feel honoured and
privileged to give you my testimony. I was a fervent, practicing Catholic all my life. I worked
assiduously in my parish church, yet became aware of the lack of real spirituality that I came to long
for. In search on the internet for the 'something more' that I was needing, of all the huge choice of
spiritual material that abounded there, I clicked onto CHRIST'S WAY and there it was....the answer!!! I
became so absorbed in the LETTERS that I knew I had to translate them into Spanish for the Spanishspeaking people.
I am English-born and brought up, living in Spain for the last 39 years since getting married. Now
contrasting myself and my life before and after the LETTERS I'd like to say the following: My prayer is
no longer a desperate plea, unsure of whether what I was needing would be granted or not. It's now a
dialogue with THAT which is my very LIFE, my PROTECTION, the FULFILLMENT of every need; at
times even before I am myself aware of the need. IT is relief from all that is not perfect WELL-BEING.
IT is SUPPORT at all times.
I have come to realise that I am no longer a victim of circumstances but in fact 'in charge' of my own
life and progress. I am aware that there is no need for fixed prayer, no particular place to go to find IT.
IT is within me, and I have access to IT at all times, in every circumstance.
The well-known phrase: MAN, know Thyself, had always left me intrigued. I could never have said I
knew myself. And even after years and years of church-going and receiving the sacraments,
confession became a formula, a simple recognition that I wasn't all I wanted to be, yet never able to
overcome the defects that I perceived in my behaviour or personality.
Now, after studying and putting CHRIST'S Teaching into practice, I am aware of what must be
overcome in myself. Often at the most unexpected moment, I can SEE that such and such an
attitude/conduct must be overcome. I go to DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS with the desire to eradicate
this from my consciousness and later I am aware it is no longer there. I no longer receive Jesus in the
Sacrament of Holy Communion. His Spirit is within me and accessible at every moment. In short my
life has become LIFE and I give eternal thanks to DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS the FATHER, forever
Present within us all.”
- Valerie Melfi, 67, Spain

I have read almost all of Kim Michaels' books and many New Age positive thinking books. However, if
I was restricted to only one book it would definitely be "Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth". In my
thinking, Jesus was a God entirely out of reach. Christ Returns enabled me to feel the love, pain, and
humanness of Jesus so that I could come closer to identifying with him. While I still have much growth
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to go, I feel as if my study has helped me eliminate much anger and pressures from my life and
become a more loving person.
For example, it seems I can relax and enjoy my grandchildren much more than I could my children. I
worried about money and appearances and now I almost know I'm rich, OK and Special. The concept
of a God (Father) who loves and protects is wonderful compared to a strict ruler who wrote all my
transgressions in his book. I now feel much more "oneness" with the joys and pains of others.”
- Carrie Garlick

“In the last 30 yrs I have been Reading about Spirituality. 5 Years ago I read the book “Power vs.
Force3 by David R. Hawkins” after that I read all his books and changed my life, I made a decision to
seek enlightenment with the help of God . Praying for help one of my friends sent me the link to the
Christ way, using kinesiology I tested the level of Consciousness of the letters and I got 1000 in the
Hawkins ´Scale (1000 is the highest level in the Human Level). I do not need to read anything more
about spirituality, I just need to apply the letters with the help of the Divine Consciousness and I know
that eventually I will be in the Kingdom Of God. The letters are everything you need to make one´s life
a living prayer by intention, alignment, humility and surrender.”
- Raul Mendez, Mexico City

“I was brought up as a Christian, but the church teachings did not seem to ring true to me. As a young
man after college, I started a family and embarked upon a career with very little thought of religion.
Over the years I turned to alcohol, and my behavior turned quite aberrant. Eventually, my career,
relationships, material possessions, and all self-worth were gone. A spiritual experience in my life
awakened me to want to change my life. With the help of other like-minded individuals, I began a
sober spiritual journey. The search for truth brought me to many different readings, philosophies,
religions, and spiritual teachers. Within my mind, I was eventually able to take a little bit of each and
discard what did not fit.
As time went by, my relationships improved somewhat, and I began to find purpose in my life. I first
found the Letters on the internet three years ago. It seemed unlikely to me that someone could
channel Christ himself, so with some skepticism I began to read. I soon found that the Letters were
indeed the truth I had been seeking. I committed myself to following Christ's Way and began to
correspond with the Recorder. She always answered my questions, and we have since become close
friends.
I have completely read the Letters through five times (the last time very slowly, only a page or two
each day during my morning meditation). All that I had been looking for these past twenty years were
right here in the Letters. Nevertheless I do not believe I would have been prepared to accept the
Letters if I had not explored all of the other material. It prepared me to receive this truth. The most
interesting concepts I learned from the Letters are the powers of electricity and magnetism, not only in
creating all that is, but in every facet of the world as I see it. The Letters seem to bridge the gap
between science and spirituality. I now know that the two are not exclusive.
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Understanding the magnetic powers of attraction and repulsion has been extremely useful to me in
forming and maintaining relationships. It has given me the tools I needed to understand myself and
what motivates me and others. The most valuable part of the Letters for me was developing my
contact with Divine Consciousness through daily meditation. My morning meditation started with ten
minutes, and now I spend about an hour each day. This one hour is the most important part of my day.
My Divine Consciousness now guides my thoughts and behavior during the day, and my intuition
seems to direct my actions in a much better way. I now have a better understanding of those higher
and lower vibrations within me. Throughout the Letters, learning the truth from Christ himself provides
many lessons for a happy, joyous life. The net result of taking all of the lessons and employing them in
my life has given me a "wholeness" which I cannot find words to explain. The only word I can find to
describe what it means to follow Christ's Way is love.”
- Joe Beckett, USA

“My ongoing cleansing from the "Letters" has transformed me in so many ways and I know this is only
the beginning therefore the expansive knowledge "Christ" is sharing with us again is a gift I cannot
turn a blind eye to. I grapple with my ego self on a daily basis but it's tremor has weakened and it's
sting has less effect but only when I make a conscious effort to apply Christ's "principles" in all
avenues of my life does the ego weaken and fade.
The Letters were my spiritual download of a lifetime and as the "principles" deepened within me the
constant "mind" chatter and mental merry-go-round began to slip away. I realized that it was "me" silly
old "me" creating the noise and disharmony all along, not only was the mental heaviness relieved but I
began to find strength and comfort within the "stillness" of "being" and from this stillness of "being" I
move throughout my day knowing that the "Truth is setting me free". The Letters are the tools I use to
work with in consciousness and I now sense a magnitude of great opportunity for change at hand and
when our desire for the highest is consistent with a balanced "mind", patience to "listen" and the
"heart" to know the difference can we safely pave a road to the "Kingdom of Heaven".”
- Shelton Maddox, UK

“I have been reading Christ’s Letters since their inception and I have absolutely no doubt that their
truth has been revealed to the Recorder at great cost as they turn many preconceived beliefs on their
head and have caused many followers of different faiths to castigate her. What is contained in their
pages is TRUTH and this TRUTH is life-changing for those with open minds and hearts. My life has
been profoundly enriched by Christ’s teachings and I pray that the light that shines from them will
cover the world.”
- Joan Townsend

“Christ’s Letters have inspired me to live in the truth of my nature. I am dedicated to contributing to the
manifestation of The Kingdom of Heaven where all will live in consciousness awareness. Every
morning as make my affirmation I begin to weep at the beauty that we live in. Even if it is not in others
consciousness at this moment in time, I am so joyful to be involved in manifesting it. Since receiving
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the letters my life has opened. My outer world is much the same but my inner world is mostly peaceful,
uplifted and sometimes in human consciousness but not overpowering ME…
…A very powerful exercise was when I wrote a list of ego characteristic that I held. Christ
Consciousness asked to be honest and not ashamed, the results startled me because I found hatred
when I believed I had none. Most of these characteristics have lessened in power and often are
brought to my awareness as they happen to enter my consciousness. When I received the letters I
had been asking for a program to follow, even though I am not a ritualistic type I needed Christ
Consciousness to guide me and I found great benefit daily reciting the rules, the affirmation and
meditation.”
- Doreen Mullen
“I grew up in the fundamental Christian church. After 45 years, I started listening to my guides who
have been trying to lead me down the path in search of the TRUTH. For the last year, I have been a
student of "A Course in Miracles". Although I've read and participated in study groups, along with
reading the daily workbook lessons, the message has been hard to accept due to the way it is written
along with many years of being conditioned by fundamental Christianity. A friend at "A Course In
Miracles" study group introduced me to "Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth". Once I started
reading it, I couldn't put it down. It actually accents "A Course In Miracles" and it all came together as
one teaching for me.
A lot of questions regarding my internal debate between what I had been taught about Christ and the
crucifixion were answered. I felt like my mind/heart was opened to our creation also. I now feel I know
in my heart my spiritual source and can feel it with love and not fear. "Christ Returns – Reveals
Startling Truth" has helped me to start down the road of washing away the guilt I have been carrying
around for 50 years. It has also helped mold a more connected meditation practice for me (which
always need improvement).
I am honored that I live in a time when Christ has shared this information with us and I am truly
grateful to the recorder for allowing this life purpose. I strive to remember the teachings in my
everyday life and see that we are all one connected with Source. I am gradually seeing changes in my
life and see it changing others in my life that have not even read the book! I share the book and
website with everyone whom Spirit indicates to me that is open to receiving the message.”
- Vickie

“I have found that these readings have opened up the doorway in my heart to pure love and simple
wisdom, and such a strong knowing, that it has helped me to remember that we are one, we are love
we are light in the everyday moments of my life. I read Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth
Membership Message every day, and it has assisted my heart in opening up, and staying centered in
love to all. Whilst reading the Christ letters I could physically feel my heart expanding and feel the
reconnection as I remembered the truth of who/what we really are.”
- Susan Clayton, 47, United Kingdom
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“Filling in the missing pieces about Jesus' life was so gratifying and removed so much of the smoke
and mirrors placed in books such as the bible. I now realize that real Truth is within each of us and
must be accessed on our own accord using the insights provided in the Letters. We have been sold a
bill of false good by churches and other religious authorities mostly to hide the truth and most certainly
to keep we the sheeple stuck in stupid acting on invalid so-called "infallible doctrines".
As a result of studying this material I feel much more easy and in control of my life as well as knowing
there is forever more to expand into. I feel more in tune with the flow of life and altogether more closer
to All that Is. My ego is losing its false power more each day and soon it will be entirely of no value as I
work exclusively from my God presence.”
- Lance Tomlyn

“It is a pleasure to support the Recorder's informative, insightful and inspirational letters from Christ. I
first came across them some years back exploring the internet for Christ Groups and spiritual writings
attuned to the awakening of Humanity as we approach the Aquarian Age. I too received much
information from Jesus spiritual teachings beginning in 1969 while still a soldier in Viet Nam. From
1970-through today alongside my vocation as a teacher and award winning coach, I have spent much
of my life in study, research and the sharing of similar messages that to some may appear paradoxical
works...often think they are evil works because they often contradict traditional religious dogma
handed down through the past 21 centuries.
Upon reading the Christ Letters I was quite moved and knew them to be sincere and honest work and
quickly forwarded a letter to the recorder applauding her courage to publish and share them
openly...and share a little of my own story as a contrast. The Christ Letters are only one example and
very good one (for terms like good and better are relative) and only reinforce the sign of the
times....that some call the Apocalypse...which is not the end of the world as many have been taught to
fear, but the wonderful and expected restoration of the Real World as it is.
These are the times of the Unveiling...where the truth can no longer be control by those who wish as
they indeed have in the 'perceived' past to control the Soul's of men. Anyone who openly and seriously
asks for the highest good of all humanity and beyond...shall receive the Truth, for to them the Truth
cannot remain hidden. It is every Soul's birthright and spiritual heritage to remember we are all
Children of God.
As stated centuries ago by our Elder Brother Jesus...'The truth is written on every 'Man's' heart
already.' So when I read the Letter about 7-8 years ago I could only smile that another Soul had taken
on the Head of Christ, and unlike when I first came back from Viet Nam, where very few were ready to
hear such Truths....over the last two decades....since 1991.... a great wave of information has come to
the world...mostly because people are asking, 'There must be a better way....?" The Christ Letters
represent one person journey to achieve World Peace and Good Well to All in our Life time. She and
others like her are to be hailed as true believers and Light bringers to the Dawning of the Golden Age
of Peace.”
- James Lujan, MA, 60, Retired teacher/coach/disabled veteran, Colorado, USA
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“I am a public speaker and in the process of writing a book. My topic is "The Evolutionary Shift in
Consciousness in Being Everywhere and Nowhere and Making a Difference". Over the past 18 years,
as a life-long learner of reading over 139 non-fiction books and spending over 1500 hours of Internet
research on Consciousness and related subjects, this book encompasses every word that describes
HOLY. It's multi-dimensional. It's UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. It's Universal. It's time to awaken the
planet into LOVE for LOVE is the ONLY answer, the only frequency!! We are the change!!
In my search I came to discover that on a planetary and universal level, we as humanity along with
Mother Earth are going through a shift in consciousness, a dimensional shift from the 3rd dimension
into the 5th dimension (Ascension). In order to be apart of this shift, a person has to chose to live their
life from a bases of Unconditional Love, honoring everyone and everything on Mother Earth.
Recognizing the divinity within each other, acknowledges that this is how we are ONE. We are all
Source in action. Gods and Goddesses in the physical having a human experience. We were born in
this lifetime on Mother Earth to create and experience this Ascension together.
This experience has a positive ripple effect even for our Brother and Sisters in other universes of
which this experience here on Mother Earth will affect their ever-evolving Consciousness and ever
expanding understanding of LOVE. The book "Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth" validated
what I intuitively already knew as well as what I was hypothesising about our reality. This book was
created to awaken humanity to their true nature, and help catapult humanity into the awareness that
we all have a free will choice to be a part of the ASCENSION and evolve on a soul level. This book
speaks to the heart, corrects the distortions surrounding the life of Jesus. It speaks about
Consciousness, Universes within Universes, Quantum Physics, a topic that was could not be
understood during the time of Jesus as they had no reference for it, nor was their level of awareness
ready to receive. It speaks on how this 3rd dimension is an illusion and that we collectively created it in
order to experience in this physical form, the realm of duality, with light and dark existing in the same
space and time continuum, to experience free will in order to learn and evolve on a soul level.
Jesus never intended to have a religion be created around him. The kingdom of heaven is within you.
You can and will created miracle as Jesus did and even greater. Love is the highest vibrational
frequency and by choosing love in each moment of thought, deed, and word, we change our
perspective. And when we change our perspective we shift our perception (space and time continuum)
and that is how we collectively create this dimensional shift, called the Ascension.
As an advocate of LOVE and this book called, "Christ Returns – Reveals Startling Truth", it will be
permanently weaved into my presentation, as I too, intend to awaken my Brothers and Sisters on
Mother Earth.”
- Camille Valdez, Master Teacher of the Ascension/Shift in Consciousness

"For me, CHRIST'S LETTERS are the great treasure I was always looking for and found one day...
They have changed my life. Now I feel more secure, I've found more faith through meditation. I
belonged to the Catholic Church and the more I studied CHRIST'S LETTERS the more I became 'unindoctrinated'; since believing in their contents. Today, I want no other Path that is not this one,
CHRIST'S WAY. I feel very happy on this Way of LOVE.”
- Anonymous
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“I have always believed in God, Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary and our Guardian Angel guiding me
more or less according to the teachings of the Catholic Church.
Two years ago, after attending come channeling sessions I took a definitive step and decided to leave
the co-operative where I was working to devote myself to my spiritual search.
During this search I’ve attended courses, seminaries and sessions with Tibetan Buddhists, Zen,
Vespasian, Catholics and other people who said they had some special gifts in channeling, healing
etc. or some degree of illumination, until someone told me about CHRIST’S LETTERS and then I
found the corresponding website.
Since I’ve been studying CHRIST’S LETTERS, over a little more than a year, I’ve lost all interest in
other disciplines or spiritual inclinations as I find in CHRIST’S LETTERS the most Loving Truth that I
have never found in any other place.
Today, my only Master is CHRIST and while I have applied His Teaching I’ve found that every day I
live more within Love, Peace and Joy. Amongst the many experiences I consider that I’ve lived
through on applying His Teaching, I’ve noticed how our thoughts, words and actions are manifested in
our lives and every day I can see how this manifestation (be it for good or bad) is ever more
immediate.
Undoubtedly the power of our mind is enormous and even more so when it comes to being in harmony
with Divine Consciousness.”
- Camilo Posse

“Just like the person who read ‘A Course in Miracles, I’ve had the beautiful experience of knowing it,
and that it led me to seeing CHRIST’S LETTERS as the maximum quenching of my thirst; of seeing
the real reason behind the existence of the World. To understand in simple words who we really are,
and what real spirituality is.
I felt fascinated, moved, happy to feel that He who is speaking in these Letters is the very CHRIST,
and I feel truly blessed that they should have fallen into my hands
They have been the inspiration of new strength, where I thought I had strength no longer, in difficult,
painful moments that devastated me in these last two years. I give thanks to CHRIST’S LETTERS.”
- Anonymous

“I want to share with you my personal testimony as this was one of the most important moments I’ve
ever had in all my life.
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It was during my process of ascension and CHRIST’S LETTERS gave meaning to all that I had been
learning. I understood that Jesus, after His death became the ‘General Director’ of the world. He is
here now with all of us and even though you may not believe in Him, the Love He has for us, He is
infinite. His Teachings are a manual of how we should live our lives if we want to raise our
consciousness.
It isn’t easy to follow the Master’s Teachings, but everything worthwhile always requires hard work.
It’s important to know that at the beginning of the reading of the LETTERS, one may not understand
everything that CHRIST wants to say, but as you continue on this Way, and after some time, you will
understand them perfectly and they will become a living guideline that will accompany you always.”
- Miguel Díaz Morlet, Mexico

"Since I’ve been studying and putting the LETTERS into practice, my life is acquiring greater lucidity
and a far more real dimension of everything.
I’m a therapist and sometimes I invite clients to think positively. In the frequency of these thoughts, the
LETTERS have awoken in me to a much higher reality that vibrates on these thoughts, and a truly
constant spiritual reality at the same time as being present in this world.
CHRIST’S WAY is inviting me to a radical change in my life, to take a step forward beyond the known.
It’s like the changing of one’s skin…a metamorphosis.
Jesus said, ‘leave everything and follow me’, and that is the way I feel with CHRIST. Nothing else
exists for me. This is the end of my Search. I feel Joyful at the prospect of doing something quite
different and creative with my life.
I am at CHRIST’S disposition and I ask Him for His help in defining how to create the life that I feel is
‘being born’ constantly. Thank you, Father.
- Carlos Oliver

“Thanks to these Blessed Letters I found the Truth within myself. I have studied with other Ascended
Masters and I am grateful to them, but something was missing to find myself completely. Now I can
assure you that he who seeks to ‘live’ and not just to survive, in these LETTERS they can find their
Truth.
Today I know my consciousness is higher and I live firmly convinced, that the contact the higher part
of myself, my soul, has been able to make is with DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS; and it is amazing what
one achieves. Now I no longer battle with life from day to day. Things appear from where one least
expects to find them. It’s inexplicable at the beginning; it’s the synchronicity that I choose in my new
way of life. I fully recommend the reading and meditation on the LETTERS; your life will change.”
- Ernesto Martínez Nieto, México
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“I’ve been reading and meditating on CHRIST’S LETTERS for 8 months, and although my family life
leaves much to be desired, I suppose it is because I’m going through a period of important changes
that are to materialize.
I too have read and followed the COURSE in MIRACLES, and I sincerely believe that it has helped me
in some measure, as everything is adequate and necessary.
But the affectionate nearness and even the yearning to know and advance further, CHRIST has given
me through His LETTERS. It’s different from all that’s gone before. The LETTERS give us the essence
that we are all in search of. I’m going to continue to practice and soon I hope to see profound changes
in my life.”
- Anonymous

“I want to share with you some of my experiences after initiating a study and meditation of the
LETTERS.
One night after having studied and meditated on the nature of the UNIVERSAL, the SOURCE of
BEING - in LETTER 5 (an activity that I enjoy doing before going to sleep), I suddenly awoke
conscious of the 'ELIXIR of LIFE' flowing through and permanently filling all my body.
There was no thought, my mind was voiceless, there was just consciousness of LIFE that beat and
vibrated continually within me. Time did not exist, it was a present eternity. It was a gift and expansion
of my human consciousness. How difficult it is to describe what can only be understood by
experience.
I hope and know that many, with the practice of meditation, have received the expansion of their
consciousness and the inner comprehension of the Teachings in CHRIST'S LETTERS.
Since a long time ago I've longed to be together with a great Master and Brother like Jesus of
Nazareth, listening and learning 'first hand'. Do you know what this means...it means 'first hand' and in
these times (the first years of the New Age, receive from a GREAT ILLUMINED ASCENDED
MASTER His Teachings and His ENERGY and TRUTH, free of misinterpretations created by egos
throughout history, whether through ignorance or convenience. Isn't this a truly great event?
Thanks to ETERNAL LIFE for these wonderful gifts that so refresh us in these times.”
- Juan Carlos

“I’m now 60 years and 8 months old and since I was 18 (since even before if I mention the Bible and
the fact that I was a boarder for a year at the age of 12 in a school run by the Salesians where I had to
study material that is known as Religion…Catholic, of course) I’ve been studying Metaphysics. I’ve
read books by Lobsang Rampa (he was my guide in this life), Ramatís (astral messages; a book I
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recommend), Eckhart Tolle ‘The Power of Now’, Deepak Chopra (nearly all his works, although I
recommend ‘Life without Conditions’). Napoleón Hill, ‘Think and Become Rich’, Richard Bandler,
‘Neuro Linguistic Programming’, and in the year 2004 I started to study Bio Programming taught by the
Master Fénix. Mainly with this last one I began to understand how the mind works, what we should do
so that the way we want to live should materialize. The outstanding thing, that we should do first is to
cleanse the mind of all programmings that our society as a whole has engraved in our minds, with all
its fears, resentments, hatreds and the rest.
I have the first two levels of Bio Programming, but although they form part of the way I am (I mean to
say that it was very little that Metaphysics contributed, although it did in practice), I wasn’t satisfied
when it came to responding to the questions that human beings have always been asking and there is
no religion or method that has ever answered ‘Where do we come from? Who are we? Where are we
going to?’ To these basic questions I add a fourth ‘What are we doing on Earth?
At the end of 2005 I started reading ‘A Course in Miracles’ a text also written by Jesus through a
channeling with a North American.
For those who are not spiritually prepared this can be difficult to understand. I wouldn’t say they would
reject it, simply not understand it.
To my way of thinking they would have to study the LETTERS at this website, and for those who wish
to continue ascending, to read and study ‘a Course in Miracles’ I just mean to say that they are two
levels of Teaching that require two levels of understanding.
I’ve read ‘a Course in Miracles’ 3 times. And I’ve meditated a great deal on it, but even so I can’t find
the answers there to what I’m seeking. Maybe they are there but I couldn’t see them.
What is certain is that after reading the LETTERS, I can say no more than that I marvel at the
simplicity of the explanation and because I can say that I’ve found the answers to the always asked
questions.
I’m also feeling great enthusiasm as CHRIST says in His LETTERS to go out and tell the World how to
get to, come to know and live in the Kingdom of Heaven. But I realise, also, that it is a very revulsive
message, not to say revolutionary, because of the old beliefs that are so engrained in the minds of the
people of today, whatever those beliefs may be: religious or pagan.
So, since many years ago, when I start talking about metaphysical questions, of how easy it is, in
reality, to be happy on the earth, that we are inhabitants of two worlds; a spiritual one and a material
one and that we should live in equilibrium between the two (he who is very materialistic will fall into the
grip of the ego and the spiritual one will simple escape from this world like a hermit, directly
abandoning the flesh), first I ask a question of this kind “what do you think about where we come from
and where are we going to?” “Do you believe that CHRIST performed miracles?” And according to the
answers we can continue the conversation or not.
Because if the person objects to the metaphysical questions, then he still isn’t ready to receive a
message that can raise him above the low vibrations that are keeping him anchored to earth. This is
what Lobsang Rampa teaches in his book ‘You and Eternity’. He says very clearly that each one of us
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has a mission on this earth and that nobody has the right to interfere with that mission, unless the
person himself asks for advice, guidelines of orientation.
Clearly this idea clashes with religious people who want to impose their beliefs in any possible way
without realising that although the other person accepts them, in his sub-conscious this is producing a
tremendous fight, enormous tensions in his body that end up in illness, that he will finally die from to
escape it.
I know that in all of this, one must remain calm, be quiet and let the world continue its course.
Because I know also, as the Metaphysical Masters say that ‘when the pupil is ready the master will
appear’. A sentence that I turn back to front. ‘ When the Master is prepared the pupil will appear.’
Thus, if I don’t have a pupil it’s because I’m not yet prepared as a Master
Although I also know, as Jesus teaches in ‘a Course in Miracles’ that in reality the Master is always
the pupil and learns when he teaches.
In short, my spirit resounds at the frequency of the Message in CHRIST’S LETTERS, and so I accept
them as Truth. But more than this, they give me the answers to my four questions expressed above.
And sincerely, to be in possession of those answers is beyond price. And CHRIST most certainly
knows, that I’m referring to my over 40 year-long search.
- Alberto

“For a long time I’ve been hailing CHRIST with conviction and with all my consciousness as being the
LIGHT and the bringer of the great Truth. Being sure of this I offered my life so as to be transformed,
so I could be used in His Great Work. Over three years ago taking steps under His Guidance, either in
revelations in dreams or through readings in books of spiritual growth, He guided me to do a course
on self-knowledge and spiritual healing through the imposition of hands. I’ve received wonderful fruits,
revelations through His GRACE…all this gradually, imperceptibly, till HIS LETTERS came into my life.
Since then great emotions and happenings have occurred. I feel a flow of Energy of great healing
Power. Instant Healings have taken place.
I went to a community to help a lady of over 90 years of age, whose instant healing caused an impact
on everyone. For the four days that I spent there, there was an affluence of people asking me to
transmit healing energy into them. I worked with approximately 40 people. The results have been
surprising, many testimonies, one after the other.
CHRIST’S support has been immense. His LETTERS have enflamed me. So you can imagine what
I’m living through. Something very great is happening in my life. I love CHRIST, I can feel Him alive
within me.
- Freddy Marmolejos Méndez, Dominican Republic

